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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we examine one of the most well known of Special Relativity’s apparent paradoxes; the twin’s paradox. It is regularly claimed that because this paradox contains accelerating frames of reference, it does not belong in the domain of Special Relativity but must be solved via General Relativity. We will demonstrate that this is not the case by considering two solutions to the paradox which only involve flat Minkowski spacetime. The first is the Doppler shift analysis which considers what each observer actually sees according to the relativistic Doppler equation, finding that both observers agree the travelling twin is younger. Then we solve it analytically by considering Rindler coordinates which quantify accelerating frames in Special Relativity. This will give us a numeric result which shows that the Earthbound twin ages the required amount during the turnaround according to the accelerated frame. Thus, by considering the appropriate framework, we demonstrate there is no paradox involved at all.

I. INTRODUCTION

The twin’s paradox is probably the most well known of Special Relativity’s ‘paradoxes’ and has continued to confuse the fledgling physicist since it was first conceived by Einstein, despite the fact it was solved almost as soon as it was constructed. The large majority of analyses however simply point out the most obvious logical flaw and move on without taking any time to examine the subtleties of the problem. In fact, the twin’s paradox demonstrates many of the strange properties that come with a relativistic outlook. In this paper, we will examine the problem and solve it in several different ways. In doing so, I hope that the reader will be able to see how the varied pieces of special relativity come together cohesively to explain the observed phenomena.

II. THE TWIN’S PARADOX

Here’s the problem. Consider two twins, Adelle and Chris. Adelle is adventurous and decides to jump on board the interstellar spaceship HMS Joe is Great where she will fly to a new colony around Tau Ceti, a star that is 12 light years away. The journey will be made at 60% of the speed of light which corresponds to a gamma factor of \( \gamma(0.6c) = 1.25 \). Adelle waves goodbye, jets off to Tau Ceti, turns around and comes home at the same speed reuniting with her brother on Earth. On her return, there’s considerable confusion however. Chris has seen Adelle travel at 0.6c relative to Earth the entire time and thus undergoing time dilation by the gamma factor of 1.25; he thinks the 40 year journey has taken her 32 years.

However in these problems, there are many more significant effects of acceleration that are considered negligible so this isn’t really a problem.


\[ \frac{v}{v_s} = \sqrt{\frac{1 - \beta}{1 + \beta}} \]  

III. THE DOPPLER EFFECT ANALYSIS

In this analysis, we will consider exactly what each observer sees throughout the journey. Suppose we equip both Adelle and Chris with very powerful telescopes and flashing clocks such that in each clock’s proper time, it emits a flash of light each second. The relativistic Doppler effect discussed by Rindler [8] claims that
where $\nu_0$ is the frequency observed, $\nu_S$ is the frequency of the source and $\beta = v/c$ is the velocity as a fraction of the speed of light assuming recession is positive. In the case we are considering, we’ve set $\nu_S = 1$ Hz in our flashing clocks. For this analysis, we’ll consider the case in which the acceleration is instantaneous and/or negligible. Although this is unrealistic, it is a limiting case of the theory and hence should produce correct predictions [10].

So lets consider what Chris observes. As Adelle travels away from him, the frequency of her flashing clock on the outbound leg, as given by the relativistic Doppler equation, is $\nu_0 = 0.5$ Hz. He knows the outbound journey takes 16 years of Adelle’s time at the speed she is going but because of the information rate, Chris won’t see Adelle reach Tau Ceti until his clock reads $\tau_O = 32$ years. However on the return journey when Adelle’s velocity is reversed, Chris will observe her flashing clock with a frequency of $\nu_I = 2$. The time he experiences until Adelle returns is then $\tau_I = 8$ years. Hence when Adelle returns to Earth in 32 years, Chris will have aged 40 years predicting that she aged exactly 80% the time he has.

Now lets consider what Adelle observes. Chris travels away from her so again, the frequency observed is $\nu_0 = 0.5$ Hz. The moment of turnaround for Adelle is 16 years into her 32 year journey. Hence she will also observe Chris to have aged $\tau_O = 8$ years at the time of turnaround. However after the turnaround, she observes a frequency of $\nu_I = 2$ for 16 years so the time that elapses for Chris on her return journey is $\tau_I = 32$ years. Thus Adelle correctly observes that Chris has aged 40 years whilst she has only aged 32.

So by considering exactly what each observer sees via the relativistic Doppler effect, the paradox has evaporated and both observers agree that Adelle is younger [1]. Furthermore, we have achieved this without ever considering acceleration. There is symmetry on both the outbound and inbound journey’s; both twins observe the same red- and blueshift factors. The fundamental asymmetry that allowed the correct conclusion is that the transition for red- to blueshift occurred at Adelle’s turnaround. She shares equal observing time for both the red- and blueshifts. However Chris doesn’t see Adelle turnaround until she’s almost home and thus the increased frequency from the blueshift can’t catch up, giving the desired result [10]. This result is particularly well demonstrated by Figure 1 where the signal that Adelle observes is seen in Figure 1a whilst the signal Chris receives is seen in Figure 1b.

The sceptic will say at this point “well hang on, regardless of what they observe, couldn’t the twins deduce that the other’s clock is running slower than theirs? How can you have a difference in what they theoretically deduce and what they actually observe [1]?” This is the Time Gap Objection and it says that if Adelle calculates rather than observes, she will deduce that Chris magically ages 6 years during the instantaneous turnaround. This isn’t really a problem because that deduction is a result of her changing inertial reference frames. The inbound reference frame says the turnaround happens at $t = 12.8$ year for Chris whilst the outbound reference frame says the turnaround happens at $t = 27.2$ years. The apparent time gap of 14.4 years is simply an accounting error induced by changing inertial reference frames [10]. We will show in the final section of the paper that this accounting error is predicted exactly by the acceleration Adelle undergoes.

Now at this point, you might be thinking “I like how what the twins physically see perfectly matches up and that the deductions about the time dilation fit together coherently but it still seems like some magic happens during the acceleration.” Well lets deal with that acceleration head on.

IV. HYPERBOLIC MOTION

Special Relativity can deal with any problem occurring in flat Minkowski spacetime. In this section we will consider uniform acceleration as it is mathematically much simpler however any type of acceleration can be dealt with by the same framework.

Given a position 4-vector $r$, we define the 4-velocity to be $\mathbf{u} = dr/d\tau$ and correspondingly the 4-acceleration to be $\mathbf{a} = du/d\tau$ where $\tau$ is the proper time. Consider two results which we have proved in Assignment 8: $\mathbf{u}^2 = c^2$ and $\mathbf{a} \cdot \mathbf{u} = 0$. Now consider some observer who initially begins in an inertial frame and then feels a constant acceleration $g$ in the $x_1$ direction and for the remaining spacelike components, assume $x_2 = x_3 = 0$. Then the equations of motion for the observer naturally are

\[ \frac{dt}{d\tau} = u_0, \quad \frac{dx_1}{d\tau} = u_1; \]
\[ \frac{du_0}{d\tau} = a_0, \quad \frac{du_1}{d\tau} = a_1. \]

Furthermore from the results of Assignment 8, we have

\[ u_\mu u^\mu = c^2 \]
\[ u_\mu a^\mu = u_0 a_0 - u_1 a_1 = 0 \]
\[ a_\mu a^\mu = g^2. \]
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\[ \text{Proper Time} = \text{Time} - \frac{2}{g} \text{t} + \frac{1}{2} \text{g}^2 \text{t}^2 \]

These equations of motion are termed proper time that gets larger with increasing acceleration. That is clearly evident, any acceleration will cause a decrease in the proper time for that observer as a function of acceleration \( g \) assuming \( \Delta t = c = 1 \).

This demonstrates that if an observer undergoes acceleration, their proper time will be smaller than when compared to the stationary observer. Chris feels no acceleration so he can correctly deduce Adelle’s age on her return just from time dilation. However Adelle underwent acceleration during her turnaround so she has to account for the fact that Chris’s clock will run faster than hers during the acceleration. Lets quantitatively prove this.

V. RINDLER COORDINATES

Whilst hyperbolic motion neatly solved the conceptual elements of the twin’s paradox by showing us that the unaccelerated frame always has the longest proper time lapse between two events, it does not calculate a numerical solution to the originally posed problem. The parametrisations given in Equation (5) have assumed convenient choices of origin and initial conditions to yield the simple result. This will not work for our case because Adelle undergoes her acceleration far away from the origin at very specific initial conditions. Hence we have to generalise our concept of hyperbolic motion with Rindler coordinates [6].

Consider a reference frame with coordinates \((t, x)\) undergoing uniform acceleration and an associated inertial frame with coordinates \((T, X)\) (note that \((t, x)\) is simply shorthand for the full 4-vector \((t, x, y, z)\) because \(y = Y\) and \(z = Z\) so are not of interest). Rindler coordinates are the coordinates \((x, t)\) and are interesting because they are associated with the accelerating frame; for more on Rindler coordinates, refer to Appendix A. The transformations between these two coordinate systems are

\[ X = (x + \frac{c^2}{g}) \sinh \left( \frac{g(t - t_0)}{c} \right) + X_0 - \frac{c^2}{g} \]

\[ cT = (x + \frac{c^2}{g}) \cosh \left( \frac{g(t - t_0)}{c} \right) + cT_0 \]

\[ \text{Figure 3: The proper time } \Delta \tau \text{ of a uniformly accelerated observer as a function of acceleration } g \text{ assuming } \Delta t = c = 1. \]
and the associated inverse transformations are

\[ x = \sqrt{\left( X - X_0 + \frac{c^2}{g} \right)^2 - \frac{c^2(T - T_0)^2}{a}} \]

\[ ct = \frac{c^2}{g} \tanh^{-1} \left( \frac{c(T - T_0)}{X - X_0 + \frac{c^2}{g}} \right) + ct_0 \]

(7)

where \( x \) is the spatial offset of the origin of the accelerated frame with respect to the inertial frame, \( t_0 \) is the time offset, and \( X_0 \) is the spatial offset of the moving particle [6]. Equation (6) is a generalisation of Equation (5) and accounts for not only spatial separations but also temporal separations of the accelerated frames.

According to Gron [4], Iorio [5] and Knorr [6], Equation (7) gives rise to a line element of

\[ ds^2 = \left( 1 + \frac{gX}{c^2} \right) c^2 dt^2 - dx^2 - dy^2 - dz^2. \]

(8)

The general physical interpretation of a line element in a timelike interval is that it is the proper time of an observer following the worldline of two nearby events separated by \((dt, dx, dy, dz)\) [4]. That is \( ds^2 = c^2 dt^2 \). Thus we conclude that for an inertial observer sitting at a distance \( X = h \) from the accelerating observer, the observed proper time of the observer is

\[ \Delta \tau = \left( 1 + \frac{gh}{c^2} \right) \Delta t. \]

VI. SOLVING THE PARADOX

Thus we have all the tools required to analytically solve the twin’s paradox with Special Relativistic acceleration. We have analysed hyperbolic motion to show that acceleration causes a decrease in the proper time of the accelerated observer and invoked Rindler coordinates to fully quantify that for an observer of the accelerated motion.

Now let’s consider the original problem. To simplify the analysis we will assume that \( g \to \infty \) and because this is a limiting case, the analysis should still hold up [10]. Let’s consider what Chris deduces. He sees Adelle travel at 0.6c to Tau Ceti 12 light years away, instantaneously turns around and comes back. The journey takes 40 years of his time but due to time dilation, Adelle only ages 32 years.

Now let’s consider what Adelle sees. During the 9.6 ly flight which takes her 16 years, she sees Chris age only 12.8 years due to time dilation (similarly on the return journey). Her turnaround, in terms of the inertial frame, will take her \( \Delta t = 2v/g \). Because she views herself at rest, she sees Chris as the one accelerating and predicts he will age by

\[ \Delta \tau = \left( 1 + \frac{gh}{c^2} \right) \frac{2v}{g} = \frac{2v}{g} + \frac{2hv}{c^2}. \]

In the limit that \( g \to \infty \), this simplifies to \( \Delta \tau = 2hv/c^2 \). Since we have \( h = 12 ly \) and \( v = 0.6c \), we find that Chris ages \( \Delta \tau = 14.4 \) years during the turnaround. Combining this with the 25.6 time dilated years she sees during the journey, she predicts Chris will be 40 years old on this return, precisely consistent with what he experiences.

Thus we have quantitatively solved the paradox! For small acceleration windows such that we can assume \( h \) to be constant, the proper time experienced by the inertial observer can be calculated from the accelerated frame. This was only possible because of the line element deduced from the Rindler coordinates which in turn were deduced from the hyperbolic motion.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have analysed the twin’s paradox from several angles. In most physical cases, we considered the limiting case of instantaneous acceleration and instantaneous turnaround to simplify the arithmetic. First, we considered the Doppler shift analysis which showed that if we consider exactly what each observer sees, then there is no paradox at all and both observers agree that Adelle is younger by the appropriate time dilated factor, 8 years in our example. This is reassuring because the observers can not see an instantaneous turnaround so if they did not agree, the following physical arguments would not work.

Adelle and Chris are smart physicists however and we showed that as they are aware of the Doppler shift, they can calculate around it and still deduce that there should be a paradox. That’s when we appealed to uniform acceleration to deal with the asymmetry in the problem. We found that an accelerated observer will always experience less proper time than an inertial observer and hence as Adelle undergoes the acceleration of the turnaround, she will see Chris age faster than her. However because the analysis was simple, we couldn’t quantify this ageing. Hence we referred to Rindler coordinates and the associated line element. Whilst a direct proof is beyond the scope of this paper, they allowed us to deduce the proper time experienced by the inertial observer whilst the accelerated observer undergoes the acceleration. This allowed us to show that if Adelle appropriately accounts for her acceleration, she will see Chris age exactly the required amount to deduce that he will be 8 years older on her return.

Thus we have numerically solved the twin’s paradox and shown it is no paradox at all. Furthermore, we have achieved this without the need to refer to General Relativity and demonstrated that because this is a Minkowski spacetime problem, Special Relativity can handle it.
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Rindler coordinates arise as one possible set of coordinates to describe an accelerating frame of reference in Special Relativity. The transformations from an inertial reference frame described by \((T, X, Y, Z)\) to a uniformly accelerating frame described by \((t, x, y, z)\) are given by Equations (6) and (7). The Minkowski line element is given by Equation (8).

This transformation is only valid inside the Rindler wedge which is the space given by \(0 < X < \infty, -X < T < X\) [11]. The reason for this is because a Rindler observer experiences an event horizon along the worldline \(T = \pm X\) [9], any point outside of this quadrant is inaccessible to the accelerating and hence they cannot see past it. The Rindler wedge for \(g = 1\) is seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The Rindler coordinate chart otherwise known as the Rindler wedge. It demonstrates lines of simultaneity in Rindler coordinates [13].

Figure 4 shows hyperbolic lines passing through different \(x\) values. For observers on these lines to maintain equal distance between themselves and others on the line, they must experience uniform acceleration of varying magnitudes [3]. That is for an observer who is spatially ahead of the observer who occupies \(x = 1\), to maintain equal distance in Rindler coordinates he must experience a lesser acceleration. Similarly those who are spatially behind must have greater acceleration; the observer occupying \(x = 0\) has \(g = \infty\). Any observer could define the Rindler coordinate as within the coordinate system, all possible acceleration values occupy a worldline. By convention, \(g = 1\) is chosen for simplicity [11].

Rindler coordinates are difficult in several regimes. Firstly they give rise to different physical observations, in particular the Unruh effect which claims that the accelerated observer will view radiation emanating from the Rindler horizon in a similar manner to Hawking radiation [9]. Furthermore Rindler observers have no shared concept of simultaneity [3], something that is expected of an inertial coordinate system. This is a result of the fact that the laws of physics are different in accelerated frame in Special Relativity which makes them very troublesome to deal with.